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Abstract 
 
Metal oxides such as LiCoO2 and LiMn2O4 have been widely used as cathode materials of lithium ion 
batteries. The inorganic compounds provide practically high capacity based on the redox activity of d 
orbital transition metals with structural stability leading to cycle retention. As a logical alternative to 
the conventional cathode materials, also, organic cathode materials have attracted academic attentions 
from the viewpoint of (1) unlimited elemental resources and (2) elastic properties guaranteeing 
flexibility in case of polymeric materials. In this work, poly (vinyl carbazole) (PVK) was studied as an 
electro-active material for cathode materials of lithium ion batteries. PVK showed binder and 
conductive agent-dependent performances probably because of its volumetric change during oxidation. 
More elastic polymer binder and use of carbon nanotubes as a conductive agent guaranteed higher 
capacity (~120 mAh g-1 at 0.1C) and enhanced rate capability (up to several hundreds of C-rate). 
Optimized condition for making electrode composites would allow practical application of PVK to 
cathode materials for rechargeable batteries. 
 Moreover, A 1D organic redox-active material is composited with another 1D conductive 
material for rechargeable batteries. Poly (vinyl carbazole) (or PVK) and Poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with poly(styrenesulfonate) (or PEDOT:PSS) are used as the redox-
active and conductive 1D materials, respectively. Due to their extreme anisotropic geometry, the two 
polymers are expected to be inter-tangled with each other, showing an kinetically ideal model system 
in which each redox-active moiety of PVK is supposed to be directly connected with the conducting 
pathways of PEDOT:PSS. In addition to the role of conductive agents providing kinetic benefits, 
PEDOT:PSS works as an efficient binder that guarantees enhanced electrochemical performances with 
only a tenth of the amount of a conventional binder (polyvinylidene fluoride or PVdF). The benefit of 
gravimetric energy density gain obtained with the conductive binder comes mainly from efficient spatial 
coverage of binding volume due to the low density of PEDOT:PSS. Towards realizing flexible all-
polymer batteries, a quasi-all-polymer battery half-cell is designed with the PVK/ PEDOT:PSS 
composite with a polymer gel electrolyte. 
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molecular calculations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Introduction to Rechargeable batteries 
 
Rechargeable batteries have occupied the market of electric devices, especially portable devices, on 
account of their high energy and power densities. It reduce concerns of the petroleum inflation or CO2 
emission.1-2 Some practical demands are required to develop performances including light weight, 
charge-discharge efficiency and cost. Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) contain cathode, anode, electrolyte 
and separator. The conventional LIBs comprehend a cathode formed by a lithium metal oxide (LiCoO2), 
a graphite anode, electrolyte consisting of a solution of a lithium salt (LiPF6) in a mixed organic solvent 
(ethylene carbonate, dimethyl carbonate) and polyolefin separator.3-4 
Li-ions moving between cathode and anode through the electrolyte during the electrochemical 
oxidation and reduction on the electrodes. At the same time, electrons flow along the external conductor 
and closed circuit is designed. (Figure. 1) 
 
 
 
Figure. 1. Charging process Schematic of the conventional Lithium-ion batteries. Cathode is Li-ion 
host material and reduced (A+ + e– → A) during discharging process of full cell: LiCoO2 │Li+ contain 
Electrolyte│Graphite. 
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1.2. Organic compounds as an active material for rechargeable batteries  
(Overview of organic compounds as electrode materials) 
 
These days, inorganic compounds have been dominated the battery market in the area of cathode. 
Organic compounds as electrode materials for rechargeable batteries, however, has history as long as 
inorganic compounds. As a matter of fact, the first commercialized primary battery that the beginning 
of the lithium ion batteries is lithium metal with (CF)n in non-aqueous electrolyte by Fukuda in 1973, 
Li│LiBF4 in GBL (γ-butyrolactone)│(CF)n.5 After that, the interest of develop organic materials were 
decreased since SANYO Electric Co. commercialized lithium metal battery by using inorganic 
compound for LED fishing floats, cameras and memory backup applications in 1975, Li│LiClO4 in 
PC/DME (propylene carbonate/Dimethyl ether) │MnO2.  
 The study of organic materials was significantly reduced because of the increasing interest of 
inorganic material. In 1976, the inorganic materials for batteries were occupied market by using 
influential material, TiS2, as cathode material for rechargeable or secondary battery by M. S. 
Whittingham in Exxon.3, 6-7 J. B. Goodenough, also, reported transition metal oxide as a cathode 
material, LiCoO2, in 1980 and the inorganic research became big and huge.  
But now, Lithium as well as Magnesium8, Zinc9 and air10 batteries were investigated by 
applying electronic equipment. As a logical alternative to the conventional cathode or anode materials, 
also, organic materials have attracted academic attentions from the viewpoint of (1) unlimited 
elemental resources and (2) elastic properties guaranteeing flexibility in case of polymeric materials. 
Various moieties including conducting polymers (CPs)11-17, free radical (-NO•)18-26, carbonyls 
(C=O)27-39 and non-conjugated compounds. The properties of these various compounds were 
described. 
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1.2.1. Conducting polymers 
 
The mechanism of the conducting polymer as an active material for battery with electrochemically 
doping. Cations or anions as dopant in electrolyte react with conducting polymer film as working 
electrode. Because of this, the capacity is determined by the number of dopant (Li+ or anion, e.g. 
ClO4–, PF6–) in electrolyte. The capacity, once again, depends on its concentration of electrolyte.40 
To increase practical capacity, size control research was attempted with poly (aniline) 
nanotubes and nanofibers by Jun Chen et al.41 One of the well-known conducting polymer, Poly 
(aniline), PANI, is unique material because of its chemical, electrical and optical performances during 
oxidation/reduction.42-44 This group synthesized perchloric acid-doped poly (aniline) (HClO4-doped 
PANI) nanotubes by using anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) membranes and dopant, ClO4–, in 
electrolyte lithium salt LiClO4.45-48 The AAO membranes had a cylindrical pore structure with a 
uniform pore diameter of about 200 nm and thickness around 60 um.  
 
 
 
Figure. 2. The Schematic illustration of the tubule array with AAO membranes to make LiMn2O2 
nanotubes.45 
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Figure 2 showed the method how to make nanotubes by using AAO membranes even though 
product is not our goal material. The Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images showed 
morphology of HClO4-PANI nanotubes (Figure. 3). 
 
 
 
Figure. 3. SEM images of HClO4-PANI nanotubes. (A, B) Overall views of the nanotubes. (C) Top 
view. (D) After ultrasonic treatment.41 
 
 
The 1D nanostructure have high surface areas and possibly enable faster diffusion kinetics, it 
could be make good electrochemical performances. (1) Shape oxidation/reduction peaks can be 
identified with CVs. Increasing of the current amount with PANI nanotubes, also, confirmed and leads 
to capacity directly during the cyclic process (Figure. 4). (2) The capacity of nanotubes around 76 
mAh g-1 with during the charge/discharge process at 20 mA g-1 (charged and discharged around 
0.15C-rate) (Figure. 5).  
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Figure. 4. Cyclic voltammograms (CV) with PANI powder and PANI nanotubes. Second cycle is 
shown. Scan rate= 1 mV s-1. 0.5 M LiClO4 dissolved in PC/DMC (1/1 wt. %) used as an electrolyte.41 
 
 
Figure. 5. Charge/discharge profiles with 20 mA g-1with (a) commercial doped PANI powder and (b) 
PANI nanotubes. Potential range= 2.0 ~ 3.9 V versus Li/Li+. The electrode was coated on the pores of 
the steel mesh with spray coating method by using 20 wt. % of HClO4-PANI in N-Methyl-2-
pyrrolidone (NMP) solvent.41   
 
Figure 4 and 5 were evaluated the performances of PANI nanotubes as a good electrochemical 
equipment for rechargeable batteries with commercial powder as a comparison. Nanostructure 
features befitting fast charge/discharge rate is expected to show a good performances. 
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1.2.2. Free radical compounds 
 
Nitroxide radical compounds contain the N-O bond with one unpaired electron delocalized. The 
mechanism of radial compounds during the oxidation (charge)/ reduction (discharge) is like as 
Scheme 1. One unpaired electron or radical compounds is known to initiate and propagated 
polymerization and combustion reactions with their high reactivity. 
 
 
 
Scheme. 1. Oxidation and reduction mechanism of radical compounds. A dot symbolize an unpaired 
electron. 
 
Electrochemical studies of nitroxide radical compounds presented reversible redox reaction 
with one electron oxidation from nitroxide radical to oxoammonium cation and reduction to original 
state of the compound. This reversible oxidation of radical compounds is used as p-type doping. 
While a phenoxyl radical is one electron reduced to form a phenolate anion and is used as n-type 
doping. Also these radical compounds, nitroxide and phenoxyl radical, belong to cathode and anode 
material, respectively. 
 
 
Figure. 6. Structure of TEMPO and PTMA. 
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To discuss an example of the active materials for batteries utilizing the redox mechanism, one 
of the most well-known radical material was used, 2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidin-1-oxyl (TEMPO). 49 
TEMPO was synthesized by radical polymerization and acted fast initiator to contribute chains.50 In 
2002, Nakahara et al. reported poly (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyloxy methacrylate) (PTMA) organic 
radical cathode material (Figure. 6).21  
The oxoammonium cation which is oxidized form of the TEMPO was isolated under ambient 
conditions. Chemical stability of nitroxide and oxidized form of nitroxide is important during the 
charge and discharge process of the batteries. In the form of nitroxide, the N-O bond was found 1469 
cm-1 FT-IR peak and had 1.28 Å length. In the case of oxidized form of nitroxide, or oxoammonium 
cation, has 1626 cm-1 IR peak and 1.18 Å chain length. The process from reduced species to oxidized 
species was very slight which could be for the facile electron transfer reaction of the radical 
compounds batteries (Scheme. 2).51-52 
 
 
Scheme. 2. oxidation/reduction mechanisms of nitroxide and phenoxyl radical compounds.51 
 
Electron transfer rate constant (κo) of nitroxide radical and phenoxyl radical were revealed 
on the order of 10-1 cm s-1. That values are even higher than that of for ferrocene (10-2) which well 
known as a standard molecule in electrochemical activity and similar with copper ion (Cu+), ~10-1.51 
Big difference in terms of electron transfer rate were checked when compare with the disulfide 
compound which is a kind of organic active material. This is evidence to inform ensures facile 
electron transfer rate of the radial compounds. They investigated electrochemical properties with CV 
in diffusion limited system. PTMA was mixed with graphite and binding powder as a working 
electrode (1/8/1 wt. %). Li/Li+ and platinum wire were used as a reference and counter electrode, 
respectively. 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC)/ diethyl carbonate (DEC) (3/7 wt. %) was used as 
an electrolyte. The half potential (E1/2) of PTMA is around 3.58 V and separation of the oxidation and 
reduction peak is about 0.16 V (peak of oxidation= 3.66 V, peak of reduction= 3.5 V). The small gap 
of the oxidation and reduction peaks agrees with the electrode could be operate with fast charge 
transfer, especially works nicely when tested fast charge/discharge C-rate (Figure. 7). 
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Figure. 7. CV of electrode with PTMA as an active material. Scan rate= 10 mV s-1. 
 
 
Figure. 8. Charge/discharge profiles for PTMA as an active material with 0.1 mA cm-2 and 1.0 mA 
cm-2 current density. 
 
The charge/discharge cell test was activated with PTMA, graphite and binder (1/8/1 wt. %) as a 
working electrode. The experiment was conducted with two types depending on the current density, 
0.1 mA cm-2 (1.2C) and 1.0 mA cm-2 (12C). The working potential is between 3.0 V and 4.0 V and 
plateau potential is nearly 3.5 V. The theoretical capacity of PTMA is 111 mAh g-1 in only one 
electron transfer system and initial capacity during discharge is around 77 mAh g-1 at 0.1 mA cm-2. 
70 % of theoretical capacity was given on its capacity experimentally, it seemed not so wonderful 
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material for rechargeable batteries. In terms of charge transfer rate, however, was fast. At high current 
density (1.0 mA cm-2), the discharge capacity was nearly 91 % of theoretical capacity. In other words, 
high current density gave more effective electrochemically performances and electron transfer rate of 
the electrode was facile reaction (Figure. 8). 
To make advanced PTMA electrode for batteries, the effect of the CNT was reported by 
Nishide and Geckeler research group in 2011.53 They informed performances of PTMA for the 
rechargeable batteries earlier and they tried to more advanced organic electrodes. To more stable and 
best performance electrode, a system that can be utilized the interaction of Single-walled carbon 
nanotubes (SWNTs) and PTMA composite electrode were figured out. Polymer, PTMA, wrapping 
could be one of the best method for SWNTs with redox active material. Through the SWNTs network 
with PTMA, the electrode exhibited high electrical conductivity and prominently high rate capability 
with nanocomposite. They discovered nanotubes were available relatively strong interactions, such as 
covalent bonding, π- π interactions and π-cation interactions.54-56 The morphology of PTMA wrapped 
SWNTs was confirmed by Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images (Figure. 9). 
 
 
Figure. 9. (a, b) Structure and X-ray crystal structure of PTMA. (c, d) Transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) images of PTMA wrapped SWNTs. (e) Space filling model of PTMA with 
molecular calculations.53  
 
The charge/discharge curves were displayed with various current density from 1 A g-1 to 60 A g-1. A 
plateau potential of PTMA wrapped SWNTs was pretty high around 0.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl which was 4.0 
V vs. Li/Li+. The Coulombic efficient was found 93 % and nearly 100 mAh g-1 capacity was displayed 
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with PTMA/SWNT composite electrode at 1 A g-1. The value was similar to the theoretical capacity 
(~111 mAh g-1) and showed better performances than pristine PTMA electrode (Figure. 10). 
Reported research said that carbon nanotube not only increased capacity quantitatively and has excellent 
performance at high C-rate. The reason of the phenomena was the facile electron transfer by interaction 
between active material and nanotubes.  
 
 
Figure. 10. Discharge curves with (a) PTMA/SWNT (4 wt. %) and (b) only PTMA cells, inset: 
charge/discharge curves of the PTMA/SWNT composite electrode with 1 A g-1 in acetonitrile containing 
0.1 M TBAClO4. (c) The PTMA/SWNT (black circle) and PTMA (white circle) composite electrodes 
capacity during discharge processes.53  
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1.2.3. Carbonyl compounds 
 
Organic carbonyl compounds (C=O) are common materials that can be good ability of oxidation with 
oxygen non-paired electrons. The compounds as active material for the batteries has have been 
studied for a long time. The mechanism of the charge/discharge reaction with carbonyl compounds is 
the same as the scheme 3. 
 
 
Scheme. 3. Oxidation/reduction of carbonyl compounds (C=O), basically. 
 
In 1969, dichloroisocyanuric acid (DCA) was used as an organic cathode material for 
primary battery in organic non-aqueous electrolyte by Williams research group.29 The composition of 
the working electrode; DCA: carbon black: carbon fibers= 83: 16: 1. No binder system was applied 
and two step reaction, 3.5 V and 3.0 V, was observed despite three carbonyl groups contained material 
(Figure. 11). The use of the latest analysis electrochemically, however, some good performance could 
be gained. 
 
 
Figure. 11. Structure and discharge profile of DCA as an active material with two step reaction. 
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 Carbonyl group was used for the beginning secondary, or rechargeable, battery in 1972.57 Alt 
research group investigated mainly chloranil which has high theoretical capacity, ~ 218 mAh g-1 with 
two electron transfer system. The electrochemical tests were exhibited with various organic 
electrolyte and they tried to found an appropriate electrolyte with active material. All electrochemical 
tests were proceed with half-cells, composition of the working electrode with active material and 
graphitized carbon in a weight ratio of 1:1 and mixed in a ball mill for 16 hours. A saturated calomel 
electrode (SCE) and graphite were acted as a reference and counter electrode. (1) 3M H2SO4 
electrolyte system of the half-cell was tested. The reversibility of the electrochemical 
oxidation/reduction were confirmed with CV. The half potential (E1/2) of Chloranil in dilute sulphuric 
acid electrolyte was around 0.7 V versus SCE (0.241 V vs. standard hydrogen electrode (SHE)) and 
separation of the oxidation/reduction peak was exposed about 0.15 V (peak of oxidation= 0.75 V, peak 
of reduction= 0.6 V). (E1/2= 3.941 V vs. Li/Li+) Charge and discharge processes were confirmed by 
galvanostatically test. The practical capacity decreased slightly with increasing of current density, C-
rate (Figure. 12 and 13). 
 
 
Figure. 12. CV of chloranil as an active material in the system of dilute sulphuric acid. Scan rate= 
0.33 mV s-1. 
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Figure. 13. Discharge curves of chloranil in dilute sulphuric acid with diverse C-rate. (Potential vs. 
SCE)  
 
 
 
Figure. 14. Discharge curves of chloranil in ammonium chloride solution with diverse C-rate. 
(Potential vs. SCE) 
 
(2) 5 M NH4Cl solution activity of chloranil had difference performances with sulphuric acid solution. 
It came into existence two peaks during the oxidation and reduction and aslo negative potential shifts 
were observed, E1/2= 3.291 V vs. Li/Li+. (Sulphuric acid electrolyte, E1/2= 3.941 V vs. Li/Li+). Two 
peak separation was 70 mV and those two charge transfer reactions were facile reaction (Figure. 14 
and 15). 
They measured the electrolyte dependence behavior of a chloranil working electrode and it may be 
assumed that the selection of the electrolyte is important in the case of low molecular weight organic 
active material. 
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Figure. 15. CV of chloranil as an active material in the system of ammonium chloride electrolyte. 
Scan rate= 0.33 mV s-1. 
 
 
To solve origin problems of small molecules which is the noteworthy solubility in the 
electrolyte, researchers have been attempted various tests. The beginning attempt was applied 
polymerized compounds resulted in not only reduced possibility to soluble in electrolyte, but 
enhanced stability during the oxidation/reduction. Polyquinone (PQ) was synthesized by J. S. Foos 
group in 1986 to solve the origin problems (Scheme. 4 and 5).37  
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Scheme. 4. Schematics of synthesized PQ by using poly-hydroquinone (PHQ) which is anodic 
oxidized form of poly-1, 4-dimethozxybenzene (PDMB).  
 
 
Scheme. 5. Charge/discharge mechanism of PQ.  
 
Processes of synthesized intermediate material and final product were performed through the CV in 
the solution chemistry. The PDMB films were formed on the Stainless steel electrode using a constant 
current that was increased over the period of 4 of 5 hours to 0.4 A (~ 2.6 mA cm-2) (Figure. 16). 
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Figure. 16. Top; The creation of polymeric 1, 4-dimethozxybenzene (DMB) from DMB. Bottom; The 
oxidation and reduction reaction of PDMB film on stainless steel electrode. Then, filtered and washed 
with acetonitrile to remove PDMB from the electrode. Li metal as a counter and reference electrode. 
0.5 M LiClO4 in PC containing excess DMB was used as an electrolyte. Scan rate= 50 mV s-1. 
 
The PHQ acted initiator of PDMB with constant heat-treatment 130 ~ 140 oC for 24h under argon gas. 
And it can be confirmed decreasing of PDMB IR peak on real time, O-CH3 (1035 cm-1) by 
monitoring. The PQ/carbon and Teflon (8/2 wt. %) were physically mixed on 1.3 cm diameter of Ni 
steel die as a working electrode around 1.2 g/ cm3 and Li counter electrode were used. LiClO4 in 
propylene (PC) or LiAsF6 in tetrahydrofuran (THF) was acted electrolyte in the cells (Figure. 17). 
 
 
 
Figure. 17. The first cycle profiles of PQ with carbon in LiAsF6 in THF electrolyte. 
 
 In 1986, Pasquali research group experimented organic material with having unlimited 
capacity which is one of valuable advantage of organic active material. To make extremely high 
performance battery in terms of capacity, Nonylbenzo-hexaquinone (NBHQ) which has huge 
theoretical capacity as 489 mAh g-1 investigated with large planar structure to prevent dissolution at 
electrolyte.58 In the process, only a quarter of the theoretical capacity was not implemented. There was 
an expectation of practical capacity; some of the electrons were used to generate radical anions, so the 
number of active electron decreased as shown in figure 18.  
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Figure. 18. The first and second discharge curves at 0.1 mA cm2. 
 
A cell was discharged at low rate (0.1 mA cm2) in order to find the number of electrons involved in 
the observed CV. At the first discharge, 7 electrons were participated in the reaction while 4 electrons 
involved in reaction at the second discharge. 3 electrons were used which generated radical anions 
during the reduction. The reaction schemes were based on the evidence during the reduction;  
 
 
 
To more additional information, the basis study of anthraquinone by CV with 50 wt. % teflonized 
acetylene black as a binder and conducting agents. Even it is hard to say the potential is appropriate to 
cathode or anode for batteries, the compound showed clear single peak at 2.3 V vs. Li/Li+ (Figure. 
19). The discharge curves of NBHQ were tested with 0.5C-rate and the cell showed capacity around 
120 mAh g-1 over the 500 cycles (Figure. 20). 
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Figure. 19. CV with basic material, anthraquinone, of NBHQ. Scan rate= 1 mV s-1. Electrolyte= 
LiClO4 in PC/DME (1/3 wt. %). 
 
 
 
Figure. 20. Discharge capacity of NBHQ electrochemical cell at 0.5C during over 500 cycles. Inset 
figure showed a representative discharge profile.  
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Charge and discharge electrochemical cell test of NBHQ was performed with 50 % teflonized 
acetylene black (acetylene black/ Teflon, 3/1 wt. %) at 0.5C charge and discharge rate. Around 125 
mAh g-1 capacities were observed and also the cell had brilliant stability in the organic half-cell, 
LiClO4 in PC/DME (1/3 wt. %). Despite the good stability performances, practically low working 
potential (2.6V vs. Li/Li+) and low capacity (only 25 % of theoretical capacity was obtained) were 
revealed.  
 
At 1999, Haas group developed advanced electrochemical cells by using conducting polymer 
complex with carbonyl contained compound. The electrode material contributed high electron or ion 
transfer rate during the charge and discharge. Active sites in carbonyl structure into polyaniline 
(PANI) conducting polymer backbone, poly (5-amino-1,4-naphthoquinone); PANQ, and two electron 
were reacted with lithium ions which are main conductor in LIBs. 0.75 M LiClO4 in acetonitrile was 
used electrochemical cell solution. Cathode composite electrode consisted of PANQ, oppanol binder 
and carbon black (49/2/49 wt. %). Even the working potential, 2.6 V vs. Li/Li+, was ambiguous, the 
practical capacity (second discharge capacity= ~250 mAh g-1 at 1C-rate) was similar to theoretical 
capacity (290 mAh g-1). The overall insertion and de-insertion of Li-ions into or from PANQ working 
electrode followed three steps; (1) diffusion of Li-ions between PANQ and carbon grains in the liquid 
electrolyte, (2) oxidation and reduction in PANQ or at the surface of PANQ electrode, (3) diffusion of 
Li-ions in the bulk of the polymer. Further examinations are needed, however, to determine capacity 
loss during the first and second cycling.32 The group of poly aminonaphoquinones showed good 
conductivities at both oxidized and reduced species, ~10-3 to 10-1 S cm -1.59-60  
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1.3. Poly vinyl carbazole (PVK) 
 
Poly (N-vinyl carbazole) (PVK) which is made from polyvinyl alcohol and having large side chain 
based on N-containing heterocyclic ring carbazole group (scheme. 6) has been used as organic 
photoconductor in the area of photoconductive and photosensitive devices.61-62 High frequency 
electrical properties and photoconductive properties have been applied to a high frequency insulation 
material, copier drum transport layer and holography’s photosensitive material. Therefore, it can be a 
photoconductor. PVK can dissolved in series of non-polar solvent such as ethyl acetate, acetone, 
benzene, toluene, xylene, tetrahydrofuran and concentrated nitric acid, which does not soluble in 
alcohol, ether, aliphatic hydrocarbon and acid.  
There are many particular properties except for photoconductive: (1) Thermoplastic, polymer that 
becomes pliable or moldable above a specific temperature and returns to a solid state upon cooling. 
Also, vinyl-based polymer having weak intermolecular interactions of the thermoplastic characteristics. 
(2) Resistant to acid, alkali, dilute HF. (3) Mica and asbestos substitution. (4) Softening point of 220 
oC, 310 oC decomposition. (5) High heat, water- resistance and chemical stability. (6) Good brittleness 
and elongation.  
 
 
 
Scheme. 6. Mechanism of PVK during the charge (oxidation) and discharge (reduction) processes in 
the battery system.63 
 
 Poly (9-vinylcarbazole) 
 Formula= (C14H11N)n 
 Average Mn= 25,000 ~ 50,000 
 Melting point= 300 oC 
 Color= White, light yellow 
 Sigma-Aldrich, 368350 
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Figure. 21. Thermal stability of PVK tested by Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) under a 
hydrogen atmosphere. Heating rate= 10 oC min-1.63 
 
In my study, PVK was used as a cathode material for rechargeable batteries. Its electronic 
pathway is designed by the π-stacked structure of the carbazole moiety in the polymer. In addition, a 
redox potential exists over 4 V vs. Li/Li+.64-66 Thermal stability of PVK was tested by Differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC) 63 and PVK showed an endothermic demeanor at around 400 oC to 
decomposition (Figure. 21). In contrast with the LiCoO2, PVK endothermic reactions have good 
thermal stability.67 Nowadays safety of the battery have been emphasized, PVK considered as a single 
countermeasure for a wide temperature range rechargeable batteries. Also, Yao et al. researchers applied 
PVK as a binder with LiFePO4 which is well known cathode material. Although the composite electrode 
was slow to react between LiFePO4 and PVK electrochemically and PVK when compared with the 
PVdF conventional binder had outstanding electrochemical performance.63 Increased 9 percent of 
practical capacity (150 mAh g-1 with PVK binder, 138 mAh g-1 with PVdF binder at 0.25C 
charge/discharge rate) and better cycle stability were performed.  
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1.4. Inter-tangled polymers: PVK and PEDOT:PSS 
 
Most of conducting polymers are p-type conductors in which positive charge carriers called 
sometimes polarons move within or between polymeric backbones.68-70 Only oxidized state of 
conducting polymers is electrically conductive. Anionic dopants neutralize the positive charges of 
conducting polymers in their oxidized state. At potentials negative enough to reduce conducting 
polymers, they turn into semi-conductors or insulators, losing positive charges as well as dopants (in 
case of small-molecular anions such as Cl-). Dopants are required in conducting polymers. Positive 
charges were developed during synthesis of the conducting polymers, which play a role of charge 
carriers through polymer backbones for conduction. PSS is the dopants of PEDOT so that sulfonate 
groups neutralized the positive charges of conductive PEDOT. 
PEDOT:PSS (Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with poly(styrenesulfonate)) as a 
representative conducting polymers shows very high conductivity up to higher than 3,000 S cm-1.71 Its 
reduction potential is -0.2 V to -0.5 V versus Ag/AgCl in aqueous electrolyte (equivalent to +2.8 V to 
+2.5 V versus Li/Li+; shifted to more negative vales in organic electrolytes as discussed below). Since 
conducting polymers are also redox-active, the values of their reduction potentials should be 
compared with those of redox-active polymers when composite electrodes of them are made. The 
reduction potential of PVK is more positive than that of PEDOT:PSS so that there is a possibility of 
electron transfer from PEDOT:PSS to PVK. At an initial condition just after electrochemical cells are 
made, however, such an electron transfer is not allowed because PVK and PEDOT:PSS are already in 
their reduced and oxidized states, respectively. There are no room where extra electrons are gained in 
PVK while PEDOT:PSS does not have extra electrons that can be donated. Similar situations are 
expected at potentials more positive or negative than reduction potentials of both PVK and 
PEDOT:PSS. 
To materialize an ideal model system in which a redox-active polymers as an active material 
is tangled with a conducting polymer providing electric pathways, a composite architecture of PVK 
and PEDOT:PSS was developed as an anode of LIBs. No additional binders were used because 
PEDOT:PSS plays a role of binders. As expected, performances at high rates were impressively 
enhanced with PEDOT:PSS when compared with a conventional binder system based on PVdF. 
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II. EXPERIMENT 
 
2.1. Cell preparation 
 
2.1.1. Influence of secondary conducting agent and dispersion solution 
 
Composite electrodes were prepared with three classes. A working electrode composed with active 
material, binder, carbon black as a conductive agent and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as a secondary 
conducting agent. Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF) or polyacrylic acid-carboxymethyl cellulose (PAA-
CMC) was used as binder. A mixture of polyvinyl carbazole (PVK) as an active material, carbon black 
as a conductive agent and CNTs were blended with PVdF dissolved in N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone 
(NMP). In contrast, PVK, carbon black and CNTs were blended with PAA-CMC dispersed in water. 
The slurries with a viscosity similar to honey were pasted on aluminum foils by using a doctor blade 
coater. The thickness of doctor blade coater was controlled by 300 um. The composite electrodes were 
dried at 60 oC overnight. The water-based composite electrode was additionally dried under vacuum at 
120 oC for 2 hours to remove water totally (Table 1). 
 
2.1.2. Conductive binder PEDOT for composite electrode 
 
Aqueous solution of 1.3 wt. % PEDOT:PSS (Poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with 
poly(styrenesulfonate)) was mixed with carbon black dispersed solution of PVK in NMP. The well 
mixed slurry was pasted on aluminum foil by using a doctor blade, 300um. The electrode was dried at 
60 oC overnight and under vacuum at 120 oC for 2h.  
 2032-coin type half cells were organized by working electrode and lithium metal as a counter 
and reference electrodes. Separator was located between working and counter electrodes. 1 M LiPF6 
in ethylene carbonate/dimethyl carbonate (1:1 v/v, EC/DMC) was appropriate for an electrolyte for all 
cells (Appendix. 6. 1).72  
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Table. 1. Typical compositions of composite electrodes. 
  
Group Weight ratio 
PVdF PVK : PVdF : carbon black = 5 : 1 : 4 
PVdF + CNTs PVK : PVdF : carbon black : CNTs = 5 : 1 : 2 : 2 
PAA-CMC + CNTs PVK : PAA-CMC : carbon black : CNTs = 5 : 1 : 2 : 2 
10 % PVdF PVK : PVdF : carbon black = 5 : 1 : 4 
1 % PEDOT PVK : PEDOT:PSS : carbon black = 5 : 0.1 : 4 
 
PVK (Sigma 368350, MW=25,000~50,000), PVdF (Solvay, Solef 5130), PAA-CMC (1:1, % of PAA:
% CMC, Sigma-Aldrich 323667), PEDOT:PSS (Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with 
poly(styrene-sulfonate)) (Heraeus, Clevios PH1000, 1.0~1.3 wt.% aqueous solution), Carbon black= 
Super P (TIMCAL), CNTs (Thin multi wall CNT, NANO Solution TMC 110920-11) 
 
2.2. Electrochemical analysis 
 
Cyclic voltammograms (CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopies (EIS) of cells were 
observed with a potentiostat (Biologic, VMP3). Cells were galvanostatically cycled between 2.0 V 
and 4.7 V versus Li/Li+ without a potentiostatic period by using a battery tester (WonATech. 
WBCS3000). The current for 1C-rate was defined as 120 mA g-1 based on active material mass, PVK. 
Electrical conductivities of these electrodes were measured by four-point-probe technique (Dasol, 
Rs8-1G). The same composite slurry used in electrochemical cells were pasted on glass substrates for 
the conductivity measurements. Thickness of the pasted film was measured by vernier caliper. 
 
2.3. Physical properties 
 
Surface morphology of composite electrodes were examined by scanning electron microscope (SEM; 
Hitachi, S-4800). Tangling states of PVK, PEDOT:PSS and their mixture were obtained by 
transmission electron microscope (TEM; JEOL, JEM-2100F). 
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III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
 
3.1. Influence of secondary conducting agent and dispersion solution 
 
3.1.1. PVK as an active material with CNTs as a secondary conducting agent 
 
Electric conductivity of CNTs be similar to copper (Cu) and CNTs have good thermal conductivity 
comparable to the diamond which is the most distinguished material. Also, it is 100 times greater than 
steel in terms of intensity properties.73 In addition, CNTs could be suitable to portable electronic devices 
following trend and used to flexible energy devices74. 
In our works, CNTs behave supplement to improve electrochemical or mechanical 
performance: (1) increasing electronic conductivity (2) growing binding force with current collector. 
Polymer, e.g. PVK, has long carbon chain which is oxidation/reduction reaction during the 
charge/discharge in the battery system. The polymer wrapping carbon nanotubes while mixing paste (or 
slurry: active material, binder and conducting agent) and the structure of the mixture secures electron 
pathway. It performed high electron transfer rate and proved by electrochemical methods. 1) To 
investigate electrochemical properties, cyclic voltammograms, impedance spectroscopies and 
electronic conductivities were studied.  
 
 
 
Figure. 22. The cyclic voltammograms of CNT effect with variable scan rates (10, 5, 1, 0.1 mV/s).  
 
The gap between maximum current potential and minimum current potential indicated the kinetics that 
rapidity of electron transfer. Electrochemical cell with CNTs showed small potential gap that means fast 
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charge transfer or fast kinetics system (Figure. 22) with similar condition scheme 7. CNTs-containing 
composite electrode showed lower resistance regarding charge transfer between paste and current 
collector during the charge/discharge progressions.  
 
 
 
Scheme. 7. Expected schematic illustration of inter-tangled with PVK, PEDOT and CNTs (Black line: 
CNTs, Red: PVK, Blue: PVdF). 
 
  
 
Figure. 23. (a) Electrochemical impedance spectroscopies at peak potentials 4.2 V (vs. Li/Li+) from 
200 kHz to 0.1 Hz. All cells were measured coin-type cells. (b) Values are calculated by fitting program, 
Z view. 
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The figure 23 semi-circles indicate that electrolyte (RS) and charge transfer (RCT) resistances. The 
resistance of charge transfer with CNTs (RCT+CNTs= 10.93 ohm) relatively lower than without CNTs 
composite electrode (RCT-CNTs= 263.1 ohm). The electrolyte resistance (RS) purports charge movements 
through the electrolyte between both electrodes, cathode and anode. (RS+CNTs= 5.83 ohm, RS-CNTs= 9.54 
ohm) 
 
2) A volume increasing of active material, PVK, happened during charge/discharge process, it caused 
disjunction between paste and current collector, aluminum foil. In this regard, CNTs seem to act as a 
binder to attach with current collector relatively and deadened disconnection during the cycling. It is 
hard to observation of volume changes or thickness changes, but, we observed disjunction of paste and 
current collector after cycling. Moreover, the condition of composite electrodes was clearer than none 
CNTs electrode even though it needs more dispersion time to clear form of electrodes (general RPM= 
~1500, more strength rate= ~2200 RPM).  
The charge/discharge profile shapes are resembled, but the capacities are dissimilar (capacity of –CNTs 
(Qdch-CNTs) = 87.44 mAh g-1 and +CNTs (Qdch+CNTs) = 96 mAh g-1 at 1C-rate). The potential of the cells 
was 3.3 V (vs. Li/Li+) and the outstretched leg shape below 3.3 V. We assumed this is CNTs effect in 
our system (Figure. 24). 
 
 
 
Figure. 24 Charge/discharge profiles of PVK as an active material and PVdF as a binder with or without 
CNTs. Charge= 1C-rate/ discharge= variable C-rate (1 and 10C). 
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3.1.2. PVK with PAA-CMC binder in water system 
 
The solvent unconditionally necessary to mix powders (active, binder and conducting agent) in the 
process of making the electrodes. We using organic solvent NMP to make pastes when using the PVdF 
binder, while the PAA-CMC binder used with water. That is the difference between two pastes and 
selection of solvent can soluble binders is important to make ideal electrodes. In this work, we compared 
with organic solvent or water based electrode in our system which is PVK as an active material. 
Conclusions so to speak, NMP based PVdF binder was suited for PVK. The evidences of the previous 
result: (1) the kinetic properties are determined by how fast electron movement on the electrode. 
Electron movement rate can assumed by CVs during the oxidation/reduction in the electrolyte at several 
scan rate. The potential gap (△EP) with PVdF is smaller than PAA-CMC at various scan rate (△EPPVdF= 
0.25 V, △EPPAA-CMC= 0.83 V). The small potential gap meaning that the movement of electrons are 
facilitate, also it can be said to be kinetically fast system (Figure. 25 (a and b)). In addition, we can 
calculated practical capacity with area how much current is flowed without galvanostatically charge 
and discharge test. The time it takes for oxidation using a scan rate (example. 10 mV/s) calculated and 
divide the mass of active material (QchPVdF= 106.67 mAh g-1, QchPAA-CMC= 77.78 mAh g-1) (Figure. 25 
(c and d)). 
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Figure. 25. (a, b) The cyclic voltammograms of PVdF and PAA-CMC binder electrodes with se. Scan 
rate= 10 mV/s. (c, d) How to calculate capacity with cyclic voltammograms with scan rate (10 mV/s). 
 
 
 
Figure. 26. (a, b) Charge/discharge profiles of composite electrodes with (a) PVdF and (b) PAA-CMC 
binder (charge= 1C/discharge=variable). (c, d) Scanning electron microscopies of electrode with PVdF 
of PAA-CMC binder. (The cells were not add CNTs as a secondary conducting agent) 
 
The working potential of the cells is from 2.0 V to 4.7 V versus Li/Li+ and it can charged at 1C-rate. 
General half-cell test for lithium ion battery is hard to sufficiently charge with 1C-rate, nonetheless our 
cells can charged 1C-rate. That is one of evidence to explain the profits of polymer as an active material 
greatly fast electron transfer in the battery system regardless electrode compositions. (Figure. 26. (a, 
b)) 
Relatively low capacity is due to partial aggregations on the current collector and it confirmed by SEM 
images for obvious chunks. Partial aggregated grains were showed which did not dispersed in water, 
PVK. That grains acted as dead volume and could not express their capacity. (Figure. 26 (c and d))  
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Figure. 27. Impedance spectra with binders at peak potentials 4.2 V (vs. Li/Li+) from 200 kHz to 0.1 
Hz.  
 
Coin-type half cells were tested to investigate impedance characteristics and calculate fitting values 
with equivalent circuit. The charge transfer resistance (RCT) is similar, but, dead volume produced low 
capacitance in terms of low active area comparatively. These dead volume caused the low kinetics, 
capacity (mAh g-1) and capacitance (F=C/V, coulomb/volt) (Figure. 27). 
 
Summarized the contents of up to now, CNTs as secondary conducting agent helped binding 
with current collector or all components. The secondary conducting agent, also, improved movement 
of charges from active sites to current collector. PVK was confirmed that it dispersed well in the organic 
solvent, NMP, than in the aqueous solution. Dead volume was identified because of aggregation or 
bindles in the aqueous solution partially by SEM image. Dispersed PVK in NMP caused fast charge 
and discharge system due to the facile electron transfer, low resistance and high capacitance (Figure. 
28). 
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Figure. 28. Effects of CNTs as a secondary conducting agent and PVdF as a binder. (a) EIS, (b) 
calculated values of resistance and capacitance.  
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3.2. Conductive binder PEDOT for composite electrode 
 
An 1D organic redox-active material is composited with another 1D conductive material for 
rechargeable batteries. PVK and PEDOT:PSS are used as the redox-active and conductive 1D 
materials, respectively. Due to their extreme anisotropic geometry, the two polymers are expected to 
be inter-tangled with each other, showing an kinetically ideal model system in which each redox-
active moiety of PVK is supposed to be directly connected with the conducting pathways of 
PEDOT:PSS. In addition to the role of conductive agents providing kinetic benefits, PEDOT:PSS 
works as an efficient binder that guarantees enhanced electrochemical performances with only a tenth 
of the amount of a conventional binder (polyvinylidene fluoride or PVdF). The benefit of gravimetric 
energy density gain obtained with the conductive binder comes mainly from efficient spatial coverage 
of binding volume due to the low density of PEDOT:PSS (Figure. 29). 
 
 
 
Figure. 29. Schematic picture of a tangle of PVK (red) and PEDOT:PSS (blue). Electrons are 
transferred from electroactive sites (red balls) of PVK to PEDOT:PSS and then moves along 
PEDOT:PSS strand in a fast way. 
 
As a schematic model system guaranteeing fast electron transfer, we could imagine that each active 
site of redox-active polymer (red ball in Figure 29) is directly connected to polymeric backbone of 
conducting polymer (blue line). 
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3.2.1. PVK / PEDOT:PSS composite electrodes 
 
The model system to motivate this work (Figure. 29) was materialized with PVK as an redox-active 
polymer and PEDOT:PSS as an conducting polymer. PVK is a polyethylene backbone with redox-active 
carbazole moieties. PEDOT:PSS is a composite of two different polymers that are interacted 
electrostatically. Homogeneous and well mixed composites were achieved without any indication of 
agglomerations of respective polymers. At least in terms of physical configuration, the model system 
we intended to build is believed not to be objected. 
 Binders are used to keep mechanical integrity of electrode composites on current collectors. 
They provide cohesion between components of composite electrodes as well as adhesion onto current 
collectors. Conventional binders such as PVdF are not significantly meaningful from the viewpoint of 
electric and ionic pathways. On the other hand, PEDOT:PSS used in this work plays two-fold roles as 
a conductive binder (not only as a conducting agent but also as a binder). Therefore, expected is 
significant reduction of charge transfer resistance between redox-active sites of PVK and electric 
pathways consisting of carbon black (Figure. 30). 
 
 
 
Figure. 30. Benefits of a conductive binder (PEDOT:PSS) compared with a conventional binder (PVdF). 
Charge transfer resistances (R) are reduced with PEDOT:PSS. 
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 Binding force of PEDOT:PSS was considered to be strong enough to obtain successful coating 
just with 1 wt. % PEDOT:PSS (Figure. 31 (c)). With the same amount of binder (1 wt. %), however, 
the conventional binder PVdF did not result in conformal coating on aluminium current collector 
(Figure. 31 (b)). At least with 10 wt. % PVdF, good quality of composite coating was realized (Figure. 
31 (a)). It must be a benefit to obtain good composite coating on current collector with smaller amount 
of binder. The gain of relative contents of redox-active mass leads to higher gravimetric capacity 
resulting in higher energy density. 
 
 
 
Figure. 31. Coating quality of composites based on PVdF and PEDOT binders. Aluminium foils were 
used as substrates. Poor adhesion was observed with 1 wt. % PVdF (b) while the composite was 
successfully coated with the same amount of PEDOT:PSS (c). 
 
 
 Spatial coverage of binders within electrode composites partly explains why such a small 
weight of PEDOT:PSS is enough to bind other components. On morphological investigations by SEM, 
particles (presumably, agglomerates of carbon black) are clearly identified in the PVdF-containing 
composites (10 wt. % in Figure. 32 (a)). With PEDOT:PSS, however, the whole body of a composite 
looks monolithic like some particles embedded in a wax-like matrix (Figure. 32 (b to d)). Even 1 wt. % 
PEDOT:PSS provided enough volume which other components stick to. Most of featured morphology 
was swallowed by the matrix with more than 5 wt. % PEDOT:PSS. That is to say, lower density of 
PEDOT:PSS results in efficient binding architectures. Densities of composite electrodes of 10 wt. % 
binders were estimated at 0.43 g cm-3 for PVdF and 0.23 g cm-3 for PEDOT:PSS. Composite with 1 
wt. % PEDOT:PSS still showed density lower than that of PVdF composite (0.27 g cm-3) even if content 
of the low density binder was reduced. As a rule of thumb, higher density is preferred for redox-active 
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materials (PVK in this work) to achieve high energy density. On the other hand, lower density would 
be a good choice for binders because the same mass can provide more binding volume in a composite 
space. 
 
 
 
Figure. 32. Morphological SEM images of composite electrodes. Composites based on various PEDOT 
contents were compared with PVdF-containing one.  
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Figure. 33. Charge/discharge profiles of binder dependent performances with PVK and Super P. 
Charge= 1C-rate/discharge= variable. 
 
PEDOT:PSS-containing composite electrodes showed kinetically enhanced faradaic 
electrochemistry, compared with its PVdF-containing counterpart. It should be emphasized that 
PEDOT:PSS was used a tenth as much as that of PVdF. At low discharge rates less than 1C, the two 
composite materials delivered similar capacity (Figure. 33 (a, b)). At higher discharge rates, however, 
PEDOT:PSS prevailed over PVdF in terms of capacity (QbinderC-rate) : QPEDOT100C = 79.5 mAh g-1 (80 % 
of QPEDOT1C) while QPVdF100C = 56.7 mAh g-1 (59 % of QPVdF1C). 
 
 
 
Figure. 34. (a) Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) scanned at 10 mV s-1. (b) Scan rate dependency of peak-
to-peak potential gap (△Ep). 
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Peak-to-peak gap (△Ep) obtained from cyclic voltammograms (CVs). Increasing of scan rate, the values 
gap of PEDOT delta is relatively small, it can be seen that the kinetics of PEDOT is fast. (Figure. 34 
(b)) In addition, the potential gap during the oxidation and reduction of the composite electrode is small 
comparatively even though the current amount is small (Figure. 34 (a)). 
Charge transfer resistance (RCT) measured from impedance spectra also supported the superior kinetics 
of PEDOT:PSS-containing composites (Figure. 35). 
 
 
 
Figure. 35. Electrochemical impedance spectra at peak potentials (4 V for PEDOT and 4.2 V for PVdF) 
from 200 kHz to 0.1 Hz. 
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Figure. 36. Capacity depending on discharge rates at a fixed charge rate (1C). Capacity was normalized 
by mass of PVK (a) or composites including all components such as PVK, binder and carbon black (b). 
 
As shown in potential profiles, higher capacities per mass of PVK were obtained with PEDOT:PSS 
especially at high rates (Figure. 36 (a)). The capacity difference between the binders becomes more 
contrasted when the whole mass of electrode is used as the basis to normalize capacity (Figure. 36 (b)). 
Therefore, it can be said that higher energy density as well as power density is realized by the use of 
PEDOT:PSS. 
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3.2.2. PEDOT:PSS contents modification 
 
PEDOT:PSS contents in composite electrodes were varied. If the conductive binder were guessed to be 
helpful, the comparison counterpart would be the conventional non-conductive binder, PVdF. We 
should consider, however, that the conductivity of PEDOT:PSS is still lower than that of carbon black. 
Binders, whether they are conductive or not, would not be required only if the physical integrity of 
electrode composites is guaranteed. That is to say, the minimized binder content that barely manages to 
bind electrode components would be the optimized value. The discussion consisted with measured 
conductivities of composite electrodes based on PVdF or PEDOT:PSS (Figure. 37). 
 
 
 
Figure. 37. Electric conductivities (σ) of PEDOT:PSS of various contents versus 10 wt. % of PVdF. 
 
At the same composition (10 wt. %), PEDOT:PSS-containing composites was 30 times as conductive 
as its PVdF-containing counterpart: 30 S cm-1 for PEDOT:PSS versus 1.2 S cm-1 for PVdF. As binder 
contents decreased to 1 wt. %, conductivity of PEDOT:PSS-containing composite was impressively 
enhanced to 250 S cm-1. PEDOT:PSS should be considered not as a main conduction pathway (which 
carbon black is responsible for). Therefore, higher contents of PEDOT:PSS led to slower kinetics of 
carbazole electrochemistry, showing wider △Ep in CVs (Figure. 38 (a)) and higher charge transfer 
resistance (RCT) in impedance spectra (Figure. 38 (b)). RCT was obtained by nonlinear least square 
fitting with a model. The equivalent circuit model (the inset of Figure. 38 (b)) represents the 
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electrochemical process of this work roughly by a single RCT with capacitance for double layer 
formation (Cdl) and Warburg element (W) for diffusion of lithium ions. The depressed semi-circles 
indicate that non-ideal single charge transfer process is involved or that multiple (probably two) charge 
transfer processes are highly overlapped due to the similar values of time constants. RCT, estimated by 
diameter of semi-circles, increased with PEDOT contents, indicating slowing charge transfer kinetics: 
66, 74 and 180 ohm for 1, 5 and 10 % PEDOT, respectively. In addition, 1 wt. % PEDOT:PSS was 
superior to 5 and 10 % counterparts in terms of rate capability (Figure. 38 (c)) without any problems 
in capacity retention during cycling at least up to the 100th cycle (Figure. 38 (d)).  
The 1% PEDOT has the smallest resistance than other conditions, even it showed lower 
capacitance than 10 % PVdF. Less resistances, RS and RCT, in the cell signified the movement of the 
electron that can move rapidly (Table. 2). 
 
 
 
Table. 2. Values of variable cells by electrochemical impedance spectra at peak potential (4 V for 
PEDOT and 4.2 V for PVdF) from 200 kHz to 0.1 Hz. All values were calculated Zview.  
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Figure. 38. PEDOT contents dependency of electrochemical performances. (a) CVs. (b) 
Electrochemical impedance spectra. (c) Capacity depending on discharge rates at a fixed charge rate 
(1C). (d) Capacity retention with cycles at 10C/10C (charge/discharge). 
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3.2.3. Conductive potential window of PEDOT:PSS 
 
PEDOT:PSS is conductive only in its oxidized state. It turns into an insulator at potential negative 
enough to reduce the polymer. In aqueous electrolytes, reduction and oxidation peaks are clearly 
observed between -0.2 V and -0.5 V versus Ag/AgCl (equivalent to +2.8 V to +2.5 V versus Li/Li+).71 
If the value were correct in the electrolyte used in this work, the reduction potential of PEDOT:PSS 
would be located within our potential window of operation (4.5 V to 2.0 V versus Li/Li+). There is every 
possibility that PEDOT:PSS could work as an insulating material to hinder electron transfer or 
conduction during discharge before the cells reach the cut-off potential at 2.0 V. Therefore, we checked 
the reduction potential of PEDOT:PSS in the organic electrolyte used in our cells. Three different pairs 
of redox peaks were observed as indicated by Greek letters in Figure. 39 (a). Even if we are not sure 
of which electrochemistry is responsible for each peak, it is clear that PEDOT:PSS is conductive in the 
operational potential range of our PVK cells. There were no significant changes of impedance spectra 
from 4.0 V up to 1.0 V. Therefore, PEDOT:PSS in cells can work as a conductor to support kinetics of 
composite electrodes.  
 
 
 
Figure. 39. Conductive potential window of PEDOT:PSS. (a) CV is obtained at 10 mV s-1. Three pairs 
of peaks related to faradaic reactions are observed. (b) Electrochemical impedance spectra at various 
potential. 
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3.2.4. PVK/PEDOT:PSS composites with polymer gel electrolyte 
 
As a pre-step of building all-polymer rechargeable batteries, a polymer gel electrolyte75 was applied to 
our PVK/PEDOT:PSS composite systems. The almost-all-polymer cells consists of polymers including 
PVK as an active material, PEDOT:PSS as a binder, PVA-CN as a polymeric gel skeleton and a 
polyolefin separator. Non-polymer part includes carbon black and liquid electrolyte, both of which are 
embedded in polymer matrices.  
PVA-CN solubilized in electrolyte at room temperature was introduced into cells as a liquid 
phase. After the electrolyte containing PVA-CN was fully impregnated into porous composite electrodes, 
gelation was initiated at 60 oC. Low density of PEDOT:PSS-based composites (rather than PVdF-based 
one) is helpful in terms of wetting. The resultant cells have continuously interconnected polymer 
network though whole volume of cells. 
Up to 50C, introduction of gel electrolyte into PEDOT:PSS-containing PVK cells slowed the 
kinetics of carbazole electrochemistry down due to its ionic conductivity a little bit lower than that of 
liquid (Figure. 40). Therefore, gel electrolyte delivered lower capacities at the same discharge rates 
than liquid electrolyte in the cells with the same binder, PEDOT:PSS. However, the gel-based cells with 
PEDOT:PSS was still superior to the liquid-based cells with PVdF in terms of rate capability. Beyond 
50C, more interestingly, capacity decay of PEDOT:PSS-containing cell with increasing C rate was 
significantly depressed with the gel electrolyte. At 100C to 200C, the capacities of gel electrolyte were 
comparable to those of liquid one. We reported that the PVA-CN gel electrolytes can provide higher 
capacities at fast discharge rates due to its high transference number of lithium ion.75 Concentration 
polarization experienced at fast discharge situations can be overcome with the gel electrolyte. The inter-
tangled network of RP and CP utilized the benefit of gel electrolyte efficiently, which might be caused 
by a good mixing between polymeric strands. On the contrary, the benefit of gel electrolyte at high rates 
was not observed with PVdF. 
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Figure. 40. Electrochemical performances of quasi-all-polymer cells of PVK, PEDOT:PSS, PVA-CN 
and polyolefin. Capacities depending on discharge rates at a fixed charge rate (1C) were normalized by 
mass of PVK (a) or composites including all components such as PVK, binder and carbon black (b). 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
 
In our work, we tried to proof organic materials, especially polymers, as an active material for 
rechargeable batteries. The organic active materials were superior to fast electron transfer during the 
repeated oxidation and reduction. Nevertheless small molecular weight materials had dissolve problem 
in the electrolyte. Polymerization of the materials with low molecular weight was one of solution to 
solve the problem. Because of that, we tried to realize a kinetically facile model system in which a 1D 
polymer tethered with redox-active sites is tangled with another 1D polymer providing electric 
pathways. Each redox-active molecule is supposed to be directly connected with the conducting 
pathways. PVK and PEDOT:PSS were used as the redox-active and electrically conducting 1D 
materials, respectively. PEDOT:PSS worked as a binder as well as a conductive agents. Electron 
transfer kinetics of PVK was significantly enhanced by 1 wt. % PEDOT:PSS even if only a tenth of the 
amount of a conventional binder (PVdF) was used. The benefit of gravimetric energy density gain 
obtained with the conductive binder comes mainly from efficient spatial coverage of binding volume 
due to the low density of PEDOT:PSS. Quasi-all-polymer batteries was realized with PVK as an active 
material, PEDOT:PSS as a conductive binder and PVA-CN as a gel frame. We believe that polymeric 
active materials have high possibility as an alternative to conventional inorganic electrode materials 
such as LiCoO2 and LiMn2O4 at least in niche markets in which high flexibility and high power demands 
are required. For practical applications, however, additional endeavour should be devoted. For example, 
energy density of composite electrodes should be enhanced by decreasing the content of conducting 
agent such as carbon black into less than 10 wt. %. 
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VI. APPENDIX 
 
6.1. Procedure of make coin-type half cells 
 
 
Figure. A. 1. Mimetic diagram of coin-cell.76 
 
① Set the gasket in the case (prevent of air and electrolyte leakage). 
② Place a cathode in it (Width of composite electrode; 14Ø). 
③ Place a separator between cathode and anode; 18 Ø. 
④ Add an appropriate amount of electrolyte. 
⑤ Place an anode (Lithium metal as a counter and reference electrode); 16 Ø. 
⑥ Place the spacer (fill the empty space). 
⑦ Place the wave spring. 
⑧ Close the cell with the cap. 
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6.2. Poly (anthraquinonyl sulfide), (PAQS)33 
 
 
 
Scheme. A. 1. The structure of PAQS. 
 
One of the problems of the organic compounds was soluble in electrolyte and polymerized organic 
compounds to solve dissolve in electrolyte. Ring-sulfur bond acting as orthotic to prevent dissolved in 
the electrolyte. Poly (anthraquinonyl sulfide) (PAQS) was studied which is a type of carbonyl active 
material (Scheme. A. 1). The sample was synthesized simple poly-condensation, Phillips method 
(Scheme. A. 2) by Yang research group.77 
 
 
 
Scheme. A. 2. The schematic of synthesized process of PAQS with Phillips method.  
 
Figure. A. 2 showed FR-IR of the PAQS. The absorptions at 1130 cm-1 and 1415 cm-1 bands in the 
PAQS spectrum which designated ring-sulfur and di-substituted ring to stretching of the sulfur, 
individually. The absorption at 1570 cm-1 indicated aromatic C=C. 
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Figure. A. 2. FT-IR of synthesized PAQS powder. Range of wave number= 2000~650 cm-1. 
 
The formation of synthesized PAQS was verified by elemental analysis. The measured value of Carbon, 
Hydrogen and Sulfur in PAQS is 68.74 %, 2.87 % and 10.25 %, respectively. The calculated value of 
C, H and S in PAQS is 70.59 %, 2.52 % and 13.45 %. It measured by Thermo Scientific, Netherlands, 
Flash 2000.  
 
 
 
Figure. A. 3. The profiles of PAQS at 0.1C during the charging. 
 
The constant current charge/discharge test was examined with half-type coin cell. The configuration of 
the working electrode was PAQS: PVdF: conducting agent, Super P (4: 2: 4, wt. %). 1M LiClO4 in 1, 
3-dioxolane (DOL)/ dimethoxyethane (DME) (2/1 wt. %) used as an electrolyte. First cycle capacity 
and columbic efficiency were similar with second cycle, 220/ 219 mAh g-1 and 99/ 96 %. Practical 
capacity resembled theoretical capacity of the PAQS, 225 mAh g-1 (Figure. A. 3). 
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6.3. Denpol containing anthraquinone terminated dondrons (AQ-ter-denpol) 
 
Dendronized polymers (denpols) are uniquely hyperbranched macromolecules carrying dendritic 
wedges (dendrons) densely attached along a linear polymer backbone.78 Owing to the high degree of 
control that can be exerted over their size and shape as well as the ability to place a wide variety of 
chemical functionalities at spatially defined locations,79-80 the denpols are excellent candidates for a 
variety of materials applications such as biomaterials,81 drug delivery and optoelectronics.82 Thereby, 
the preparation of novel well-defined denpols with the dendrons containing building blocks designed 
for specific purposes (i.e., nature/shape/functionality/size) remains not only a topical challenge but also 
these materials can represent a key stage in the ongoing evolution of macromolecular and 
supramolecular chemistry.79, 82-83  
Stimulated by the fast-growing demand for the construction of sustainable, low-cost, and 
functional energy storage systems, we have now become sought to establish the utility of redox-active 
denpols for organic rechargeable batteries. It is believed that the usefulness of these denpols derives 
mainly from their multivalent and highly functionalizable structures that enable the crowded redox-
acitve functional groups, and from their unique backbone conformations that may result in interesting 
morphological dynamics and kinetics. In line with these aspects, we report herein the first synthesis of 
a denpol containing multi-anthraquinone (AQ)-terminated dendrons (AQ-ter-denpol) by means of 
living ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP)84 using the third generation Grubbs catalyst 
((H2IMes)(pyr)2(Cl)2Ru=CHPh (G3)) Grubbs catalysts. Besides, evaluation of AQ-ter-denpol as a 
cathode for rechargeable Li-ion batteries is, in preliminary form, investigated. 
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Figure. A. Z1. (a and b) Cyclic voltammograms (a) and potential profiles during galvanostatic 
discharging (b) of AQ-ter-denpol with PEDOT as a binder in a coin half cell. (c and d) Rate capability 
(c) and cyclability (d) of AQ-ter-denpol with PEDOT or PVdF as a binder in a coin half cell.  
 
Figure A. Z1 (a) and (b) show cyclic voltammograms of AQ-ter-denpol and its potential profiles during 
galvanostatic discharges, respectively. The cells containing AQ-ter-denpol were charged at 0.1 C before 
discharging. 1C was defined as 140 mA g-1, which is the current to extract a whole energy for 1 h. To 
investigate the redox activity of AQ-ter-denpol, coin-type cells (Figure. A. Z1)10 were 
electrochemically tested with 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC)/dimethyl carbonate (DMC) (5:5, 
v/v) as an electrolyte. A mixture of AQ-ter-denpol and carbon black with PVdF (polyvinylidene fluoride) 
or PEDOT (Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)) as a binder (2:5:3 or 0.5, wt. ratio) deposited on 
aluminum foil was used as a working electrode while lithium metal was used as a counter electrode. 
AQ-ter-denpol was not soluble in carbonate solvents, guaranteeing stable performances without losing 
immobilized mass by dissolution. Insolubility attributed to the stiffening of the polymer backbone by 
the dendritic substituents85 is the advantage of AQ-ter-denpol when considering other anthraquinone-
based polymers such as a poly(anthraquinonyl sulfide) (PAQS) and poly(vinylanthraquinone) 
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(PVAQ)86-88 are difficult to use in carbonate solvents due to their solubility. 
Two different anodic processes at 2.52 V and 2.93 V assigning to one and the other carbonyl groups of 
anthraquinones were reversibly paired with a single cathodic process at 2.37 V (read from 0.1 mV s-1 
in Figure. Z (a)), confirming that AQ-ter-denpol is redox-active and operable as an active material in 
the polymer Li metal batteries. The potential difference of AQ-ter-denpol between the cathodic peak 
and the anodic peak at the more negative potential (?Ep1 = 0.15 V) was estimated smaller than that of 
PVAQ (0.19 V) and comparable to that of PAQS (0.33 V), providing the possibility of faster kinetics. 
The reversible capacity based on the redox activity of AQ-ter-denpol was estimated at 84 mAh g-1 at 
0.1 C (Figure. Z (b)). Its rate capability was enhanced (Figure. Z (c)), considering ~50 % of capacity 
at 0.1C was achieved at 10C, the current rate one hundred times as high as 0.1C (cf. less than 28 % for 
PAQS at 10C34). Also, its stability was guaranteed during cycling charge and discharge processes 
(Figure. Z (d)). Morphological characteristics of the polymeric films of AQ-ter-denpol supports the 
improved kinetics (Figure. Z (e and f)). Dendritic extension of the polymer provides more available 
contact with electric pathways by carbon blacks as well as ionic pathways by electrolyte, keeping the 
continuity of its own structure to enable electron hopping from an active site to another.  
 
 
 
Figure. A. Z2. (e and f) SEM (e) and AFM (f) images of polymeric films of AQ-ter-denpol. 
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